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IBIS-L is based on three well known technologies:
Abstract—GB InSAR technique plays an increasingly important
role in determining the deformation of dams. The paper describes the
use of GB InSAR technique for monitoring deformations of the
Czech largest concrete dam Orlík on the Vltava river. After analyzing
one month-long continuous measurement of the dam were detected
non-linear movements. The relation between acting water level and
resulting deformations were investigated in detail. The results
confirm that GB InSAR technique is very suitable for monitoring
deformations of this type of constructions. At the same time, the
results may serve as a valuable source of data and information for
further analysis in area of stability and for early warning systems.
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I. INTRODUCTION
This article describes the use of ground-based radar
interferometry with SAR (GB InSAR or GB-SAR or TInSAR) to measure horizontal movements of dams. This
method allows to simultaneously evaluate the movement of
the whole dam surface. Therefore the information isn't
restricted to individual reflectors, signs or sensors. The
primary measurement is line of sight (LOS) movement of
observed objects with relatively high spatial resolution (a few
meters) and high precision (up to 0.1 mm). The method is noncontact - it uses natural reflection of radar waves from the
dam's surface and it is independent of external light sources
allowing to observe objects regardless of day phase or
weather.
II. GB INSAR PRINCIPLES
Several instruments for practical GB InSAR applications
have been developed in the last 10 - 15 years (Rudolf et al.,
1999; Harries et al., 2006). One of them is the IBIS-L
(Bernardini et al., 2007). This instrument was used in
presented project. The following paragraphs describe basic
principles of GB InSAR as applied in the IBIS-L instrument
and accompanying processing software.
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1. Stepped Frequency Continous Wave (SF-CW),
2. Radar interferometry with synthetic aperture radar
(SAR),
3. Differential interferometry.
A. Stepped Frequency Wave
The continuous stepped frequency wave serves to measure
the distance from radar to observed object. Microwave
radiation is sent out in short high-power pulses and the
distance to object is calculated from time correlation between
sent and received signal. Utilizing this technology IBIS
constructs a one-dimensional image called range profile. The
illuminated area is divided into circular segments (resolution
cells) of constant distance from radar. All targets in a given
segment contribute to the observed values (amplitude and
phase) of the segment. The segments' width is called range
resolution ΔR.
The distance from radar to target is calculated from formula

R0 =

cTo
2

(1)

where T0 is delay in response. The range resolution can be
calculated from

ΔR =

cτ
2

(2)

where τ is pulse width. This means the radar is able to
discern two distinct targets only if Δt > τ and thus Δd > ΔR.
Range resolution is limited by pulse width.
Figure 1 shows range resolution. X axis is distance from
radar. The IBIS radar can distinguish targets only in one
direction (in the line of sight). If there are more targets in
single cell, these cannot be told apart and movement on
individual targets are averaged. Y axis shows signal to noise
ratio of received signal.

Fig. 3 Radar interferometry principle

Fig. 1 Range resolution concept

B. Technology SAR
SAR (synthetic Aperture Radar) uses multiple acquisitions
of given scene from separate positions to refine the crossrange resolution (Ferretti et al., 2007). The multiple
acquisitions are achieved in the case of IBIS-L by moving the
radar along a 2 meters rail. This allows to achieve cross-range
resolution of 4.3 mrad. Combined with stepped frequency
wave the IBIS-L pixel size is:

The movements are in the line of sight of the radar (LOS)
direction. There is a limit value of movement dmax between
two acquisitions caused by ambiguity of observed phase. For
IBIS-L this maximum movement is 4.38 mm. If the radar's
line of sight is not parallel with expected movement direction
the real movements have to be computed from LOS movement
using the following formula:

d = dp ⋅

R
, see Fig. 4.
h

a) Range resolution: 0.75 m,
b) Cross-range resolution: 4.3 mrad x distance.
For each of these pixels we have both amplitude (a
characteristic of reflectivity) and phase (characteristic of
distance) of returned signal. The phase is used in computing
movements.

Fig. 4 Line of sight movement (dp) and real movement (d)

D. Instrument Characteristics
IBIS-L is a terrestrial coherent radar interferometer
(Bernardini et al., 2007). It works in microwave spectrum with
mean frequency of 17 GHz. The reflected radiation is recorded
with sampling frequency from 10 to 200 Hz. Maximum
effective range is 4 km. The standard deviation according to
manufacturer is 0.1 mm under ideal conditions. The resolution
is 0.75 m in range and 4.3 mrad x distance in cross-range
direction.
III. GENERAL PRINCIPLES AND ADVANTAGES OF GB INSAR
Fig. 2 Resolution grid example

C. Radar Interferometry
After establishing the resolution of the result image we can
start to compute movements of individual pixels (and
therefore parts of observed object) by the differential
interferometry method. This method uses differences in phase
values about pixels from two (or more) acquisitions to
determine their relative movement. The principle is shown on
Fig. 3.

Ground-based interferometric radar is an instrument
measuring only relative movements in its line of sight. Its
nature imposes certain principles and limitations for
observation:
a) Radar is not able to discern movement perpendicular to its
line of sight.
b) There is a maximum movement between two subsequent
acquisitions that is possible to correctly determine. This
value corresponds to phase difference Δφ = 2π. For
example for IBIS-L this maximum movement is ±4.38 mm
(for ΔR = 0.75 m). If this value is exceeded the resulting
movement is incorrect. This error cannot be detected.

Ground-based interferometric radar has also several
advantages over other monitoring systems (GNSS,
extensometers):
a) It allows monitoring area of interest without the need to
install additional sensors or optical targets.
b) It provides continuous map of movements for the whole
illuminated area. The whole area is measured at once and
the area can reach the size of hundreds of thousands of
square meters. All hazardous parts of the area can be
detected.
c) The movements are measured directly and in real time.
d) Observations are possible during both day and night and

almost regardless of climatic conditions.
e) The radar can be wirelessly connected to remote
processing and supervising station.
IV. CASE STUDY - ORLÍK WATER RESERVOIR
As a demonstration of presented technology we conducted
an observation campaign of the dam of Orlík water reservoir
in the Czech Republic. The Orlík reservoir is one of the most
important water reservoirs in the Czech Republic and its dam
is the largest one.

Fig. 5 Orlík dam

The dam is solid gravity dam made of concrete. It is 90.5 m
high and 450 m long. Average yearly flow rate is 82.5 m3.s-1.
Water surface of the reservoir is 2732 ha, maximum depth
74 m and volume 716.6 million m3. Emergency spillway is
composed of three fields, each of them 15 m wide and with
8 m high locks.
The campaign lasted from 20th August to 2013 to 13th
September 2013 i.e. 24 days. The data acquisition frequency
was 30 minutes for the first 13 days and 5 minutes for the last
11 days. The radar was placed on temporary concrete fittings
because no other observations were planned. Mean distance
from radar to dam was 350 m. Antennas type 6 (IBIS-ANT6H51V20) were used. Atmospheric data were obtained from
nearest public meteorological station. Data about water height
were provided by the dams operator - Povodí Vltavy. These
data show small regular daily fluctuations of water height
caused by water releases. The only more significant change
occurred between 5th and 9th September, when the surface
dropped by approximately 75 cm (see Fig. 9).
A. Processing and Results
The basic result of processing GB InSAR observations is a
2D image showing the movements of the area of interest in
the whole time window. This image can be placed as a
texture on 3D model of the dam for better visualization - see
Fig. 6.

Fig. 6 Total movements for 24 days

The detected movements visualization shows positive
movements (away from radar) with blue color and negative
movements (towards the radar) with red color. Here we can
discern isolated points showing significant unexpected
movements unrelated to their surroundings. These points lie in
various parts of the dam. The points along the dam's top are
affected by reflections from lamps and railing. The points on
the dam's slope are locations where support wires are anchored
to the dam. The points on power plant's building are affected
by reflections from transformers and their wiring. These points
have to be considered as invalid and left out from further
analysis.

Fig. 7 Position of points selected for analysis

To illustrate the movement analysis of individual points
we will select points under the dam's top. Their location is

shown on Fig. 7. Fig. 8 shows the movement of points 1, 3, 5,
7, 11 and 13 during the whole campaign. Their movement is in
the range of ±2 mm.
Some points show periodical tendencies in their movement.
Especially between 6th September and 9th September points
7, 11, and 3 show daily periods. For example point 7 moves
during that time daily from +0.2 mm to -0.7 mm. The likely
cause is sunshine lighting and warming the dam. Situation is
on the Fig. 9. Cause of the biggest movements of point 1 in
Fig. 8 is not known.

Fig. 8 Movement of selected points for 24 days

Fig. 9 Movement of selected points for selected 3 days

Fig. 10 Average movements of upper, middle and lower parts of dam

For analysis the dam's movement as a whole the dam was
divided into three approximately equal horizontal parts: upper
part (under dam's top), middle and lower part. Fig. 10 shows
average movements of these parts for the whole campaign.
Middle and lower parts show very high level of similarity
considering the precision of measurement. The upper part has
a different trend and shows the biggest differences between
5th and 9th September (where considerable water release took
place). Interesting information is that a fast drop in water
height about 0.7 m during four days caused movement of the
upper part of the dam downstream about 0.9 mm.

A separate part of the processing is an analysis of
movements of metal locks of the emergency spillways. The
assumption was the water pressure and it's changes would
clearly show in movements of these locks. We selected two
points on each lock placed symmetrically in regards to its
vertical axis. Fig. 11 shows movements of points 5 and 6 for
all 24 days and Fig. 12 shows it in detail for 4 selected days.
We can see significant periodical movement of both points.
One of the points moves downstream, the second upstream.
The daily period is likely caused by changes in temperature
and lighting of the locks.

Fig. 11 Movements of selected points on emergency spillways' gates for 24 days

Fig. 12 Movements of selected points on emergency spillways' gates for 4 selected days

V. CONCLUSION
The presented observation campaign proved the feasibility
of GB InSAR for observation of dams. Success of the
observation and quality of results are dependent on quality of
dam's reflection. The observations can be negatively affected
in various parts of dam by multiple reflections or by
movement of loose parts (wiring, railing, lamps, etc.).
At the same time it proves that horizontal movements of the
Orlík dam are of such magnitude and speed as to warrant long
term observation. These are principally periodical movements
dependant of external effects - changes in temperature,
lighting, water height etc. For example some points in the
upper parts of the dam show movements of ca 0.9 mm.
Analysis of the movements of the emergency spillways locks
shows again periodical daily movements up to 1.5 mm. The
results confirmed assumptions about the influence of water
height. Fast drop of the water surface caused movements of
the dam's upper part of ca 0.9 mm.
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